
e-mail June 9, 2018, from Frank Berenyi to Gary Ziebell

From: Frank J. Berenyi
Sent: Saturday, June 09, 2018 5:26 PM
To: Gary Ziebell
Subject: Re: List of elevators

Gary:

Thank you for confirming receipt of the Rivers Edge address list of owners who own subject
Waupaca Elevators.

I’m pleased to hear Waupaca has devised a system that will prevent the elevator from
“unexpected drop”. As afore stated, the owners of Waupaca Elevators in our community are
98% seniors who as per your Safety Notice are apprehensive (some down right afraid) of using
their elevators. To give the community some comfort, can you give me a timeline for CSPC’s
approval of the new safety device, elevator inspections and installation of the new safety
device?

In your memo below what you have not addressed is, who bears responsibility for the faulty
Power Head/Gearbox engineering? Waupaca’s Safety Notice clearly states: “ it is not possible
to visually inspect your gearbox to determine if or when a failure may occur”. Waupaca also
makes the claim: “This potential hazard is associated with normal wear in your elevator”. This
is not a defect in the product, simply a possible type of failure caused by normal use over
time”. Reading these statements one can assume nothing other than Waupaca’s intent of
shifting the defect responsibility from Waupaca to owners of Waupaca Elevators. Since
Waupaca can’t Visually or Electronically determine the cause of the failure, it cannot
substantiate the claim Normal Use Over Time (when Waupaca inspects our elevators and if it
find shards of steel in the oil well, it will not define the cause or problem). What is normal
use? In my elevator instruction manual there is no paragraph stating what normal use is (how
many ups and downs). The use of the fifty two elevators in my community vary as much as the
people who use them. Therefore, I have no idea as to how Waupaca comes to the
claim,“normal use”.

There is clearly an engineering defect with the power head / gearbox; RECALL IT. The new
safety device (which we welcome) as the original Safety Notice are self serving; shifting the
blame and preventing Waupaca law suits.

Respectfully yours,
Frank J. Berenyi


